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Identification of Malicious Accounts in Facebook
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ABSTRACT: In this modern world of internet age social
networking is becoming popular day by day for sharing of
information and day to day communication. The social media has
changed the way people pursue their life and made it a part of
their life to get connected with friends, family, colleagues and
with the society as a whole. Social networking can occur for
social purposes, business purposes by the use of Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn etc. Hence it has become the favorite spot for
the cyber criminals. Facebook is a free social networking website
that allows users to upload photos and video, send messages and
keep in touch with friends, family and rest of the world.
Unfortunately, spammers are also using this Facebook for their
personal gain by creating fake profiles or comprising the other
famous accounts. These accounts together are referred as
malicious accounts. Hence it became important task to identify
this spam for free communication over Facebook. However, some
former researchers have proposed their work to identify these
accounts but suffering from many limitations. In this paper a
method is proposed called An unsupervised method to detect
spam in Facebook using DBSCAN algorithm. This research
work used Jaccard similarity and DBSCAN algorithm to detect
spam messages. This research work is implemented using real
time messages and evaluated. The experimental results show the
methodology used is very efficient, having better accuracy and
low false positive rate in detecting the spam messages in
Facebook. This research work will help the common man in
detecting malicious Facebook accounts in a great way.
Related terms: Social networking, Facebook, malicious
accounts

I.

INTRODUCTION:

With the invention of internet technologies, the
communication has become very fast and simple. The best
and effortless way to communicate with the family, friends
etc is through social networking. Social networking is a
platform where people communicate with each other
irrespective of physical locations by exchanging messages,
images, video through social platforms like Facebook,
Twitter, etc. Because of the quick increment inside the OSN
clients, a large number of people have turned out to be
snared on the use of Social system. Facebook alone vessels
more than 500 million clients and has as of late
outperformed Google as the most visited website on web
[1][2]. Facebook is one of the biggest and arguably most
powerful social network and free, as face book is a free and
open communication channel with lot of attractive stuff like
posts, calls etc. These favorable probabilities attracting
cyber criminals to commit fraud online.
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Hence it became the honeypot for the cyber criminals to
spread spam easily [3] Cyber criminals are those who has
the intension to steal data, abuse the people for the sake of
their happiness and intuitively pull down the name and fame
of a popular persons etc. So, it has become one of the most
attractive media for cyber attackers. News channels,
politicians, celebrities, business people, students,
international groups are widely using Facebook for
communication. Miserably attackers are also using the Face
book to spread spam online. Generally for fraud activities
hackers choose online accounts which have more number of
friends/followers and online business but they are also
focusing on the normal people like students, women to
abuse them online[4].Cyber criminals are using different
methods to spread the spam content online for a large
number of people at a time. They are using fake or
malicious and compromised accounts [5] to accomplish their
tasks. Forged records are made for gainful malignant
exercises, for example, spamming, click-extortion, malware
circulation, and character misrepresentation, phishing.
Phishers utilize various systems to mislead the clients and
take their own and money related data [6] Compromised
accounts are legitimate accounts that a malicious party takes
control over, with the intention of gaining financial profit
[7] or spreading misinformation. Malicious/Fake account in
Face book are used to gain the access to a real account.
Once the attacker ingress the legitimate account can commit
the fraud or illegal activities by impersonating the real user
with the help of messages, links, videos [8]. With this they
can exploit trust connections between the authentic record
owners and their companions [9] by means of links,
messages and photos because social network users react to
the posts coming from the trusted account [10][11]. Recent
proof demonstrates that these believed networks can end up
viable systems for spreading malware and phishing assaults.
Prevalent system are progressively getting to be focus to
spread spam propelled from enormous Botnets [12][13].
Ordinarily, client profiles are not open in Facebook, and the
privilege to see a client's page is allowed simply subsequent
to having built up a relationship of trust with the client so
spammers are utilizing bargained accounts. When the user A
wants to become friend with another user B in Facebook,
first A needs to send a request to B, who has to acknowledge
that she/he knows A. When B confirms the request, a
friendship connection with A is established. Many a times
cyber criminals are designing some fake and attractive
games to access the user personal data. Then these accounts
are used in multiple ways to send messages to the friends of
legitimate user, images, warning them that their account was
about to be disabled and instructing the users to click on a
link to verify their account [14]. Then if a user clicks on that
link it will be redirected to a false Face book page and ask
them to enter login info and credit card etc. Ex: If user A’s
account is compromised then the attacker uses A’s account
to send spam messages to user C which direct to some
malicious website.
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Once user C signs in the spam message will be displayed to
C exposing to potential threats. Potential threats may include
loss of valuable data in business, personal information
which leads to financial threats, harassment etc. The
principal use of these compromised accounts is to spoil
relationships, earn money, abuse the legitimate user to let
him down in society etc. Since the detection is still
exclusively a manual endeavor, this is often too late to
mitigate the negative impacts of account compromises. As
per a survey there are 500 Million Female accounts in
Facebook, but the population of Female in world is nearly
300 Million [15]. That means we can assume how many
fake accounts and unwanted data is being created.
A general step by step procedure how an attacker can spread
spam over Face book using malicious accounts:
• First attacker creates fake account or compromise the
legitimate account in face book by using his/her own
techniques.
• At that point these records are utilized to send messages to
different clients, ex: cautioning them that their record was
going to be disable and request the clients to tap on a
connect to check their record [14].
• Suppose if a user clicks on that link it will be redirected to
a false Facebook page and ask them to enter login info
and credit card etc.
• Using compromised accounts, the spam message can be
sent to friends of compromised account to spoil
relationship, earn money etc. [19].
II. OVERVIEW OF EXISTING SYSTEM:
1.Jince P. kuruvella et.al [2017] states that malevolent users
utilize the well-founded connections and good interrelation
between the real account users and friends, efficiently share
out unsolicited advertisements, spoofing links (or) virus
while protect themselves being obstructed by the service
provisioner. They proposed a solution based on the user
clicks and named it as a “Click Stream Method”. This
method gathers set of social behavioral features that
characterizes the user activities and are stored in a database.
Then it calculates the number of times the user clicks on
particular link while surfing or by using software
application. When a user clicks on particular webpage, this
activity is recorded on the client side/web browser. These
are compared with the data base to determine the spam [16].
2.Christo Wilson et.al [2010] defined online social network
in the wrong hands are effective mechanisms for spreading
attacks. They proposed a mechanism to identify this fraud
based on “Wall messages” since these messages are one
basic way to express interest online. First a collective unique
class of posts enclosed in a complete set of Facebook
messages are recognized. Every Facebook message is
modeled as <Description, URL> pair. Here Uniform
Resource Locator is target and Description is text in wall
message (because any spammer cannot achieve the goal
without URL). With this information the wall post similarity
graph is constructed. All the similar wall posts are clustered
into graph before that it identifies the wall posts containing
URL’s and extract URL’s. To identify this URL’s, click
here keyword is used to search unclear URL’s [17]
3. Hongyu Gao et.al [2010] determines that online social
networks are effective tools for spreading spam for
attackers. They proposed a measure to identify and named
as “Spam filtering system”. This system is deployed as a
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component in service provider side. All the messages are
clustered to uncover connection among all the messages.
Due to its computational overhead it’s (Clustering) is not
used in Spam filtering system. To address this incremental
clustering and parallelization is used. Once deployed it
inspects every message before rendering to recipient.
Example if message ‘A’ is classified as spam it’s dropped
and then if message ‘B’ is legitimate it’s stored in service
provider [18].
4. Manuel Egele et.al [2017] elucidates that compromising
social network networks is easy way to spread spam. They
proposed a method to identify this and called it as “Compa”.
This system mainly focuses on the stream of messages that a
user posted on social network. The number of messages
considered are not to be less than 10. Then system extracts
set of values from each message and trains a statistical
model. Once the behavioral profile of a user is identified the
system will be able to identify the new message and test to
which extent it belongs to a legitimate user [19].
5. Quiang Cao et.al [2012] proposed a tool called Sybil
Rank. Likelihood of being fake depends on the properties of
social graph, based on these properties the compromised
accounts are identified. The factors like inter arrival time
and the click sequence in an account [20].
A. PROBLEMS WITH THE MALICIOUS
ACCOUNTS:
1. Recently a fake account was created on the name of the
Mumbai woman and attached loop of threatening internet
sites then wrote disgusting statements on the latest
account, in addition called her as a prostitute [21].
2. A fake face book account was created on the name of the
Muslim woman and fraudster started celebrating success
of BJP party and continuously appreciating the greatness
of PM Modi [22].
3. A Gujarat based 22-year-old teenager created fake
account on Harsh Vora, a 16-year-old boy from
Ghatkopar and started chatting with the friends as Vora
especially with girls [23].
4. A scammer gained an access to one of the Facebook
user’s account then posted a text to one of the account
owner friends that his briefacse was missed somewhere
while going to the destination and required $500 to come
back to home [22].
5. A 18 year-old student created a malicious account on
behalf of the regoinal manager and sent in unprofessional
text [23].
6. A latest post by security specialists Amir Lakhani
and Joseph Muniz encapsulated the ease with which they
had compromised an American administration office
by utilizing a beautiful profile, by using few civil
engineering, malware they manipulated the council in
such a way that they themselves provided the fictitious
operations with a laptop and gmail account [24].
B. LIMITATIONS:
Although some former researchers offered the solutions to
detect the spam from OSN’s, they are suffering from the
considerable limitations are:
➢ spam detection Methods are training data
dependent
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➢
➢
➢

Topic specific spam analysis not implemented
Spam detection became complex operation
results are suffering from false positives.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM:

To address these limitations, in our paper we proposed “An
unsupervised method to detect spam in Facebook using
DBSCAN” which is becoming the platform to spread spam.
Without any initial training phase, using unsupervised
techniques, it efficiently inspects the stream of user
generated messages, immediately dropping those messages
identified as malicious before they reach the specified users.
Our proposed method is complete offline, unsupervised and
automatic, while detecting the spam messages from OSN’s.

With the help of DBSCAN clustering technique the
anomalies are detected from offline messages before they
are sending to all followers. Generic Spam Characters data
set, Jaccard Similarities and other correlation techniques
have been used to conquer the proposed spam detection
method. In order to implement the proposed system, the
whole system contains the below modules, which will be
implemented in phases as mentioned below:
➢ Message Dataset Preprocessing
➢ Jaccard Similarity
➢ DBSCAN and Anomaly Detection
➢ Spam Reporting
A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE:

Fig 1: shows the system architecture.
B. MESSAGE DATASET PREPROCESSING:
As a part of this module project initially creates a
simulation of admin model. In this model initially the data
from social networks has been collected in the form of
message dataset. This dataset contained raw messages are
preprocessed with additional spaces trimming, Deduplication, data validation and some other formal
preprocessing techniques. This preprocess helps to eliminate
the unnecessary data from dataset to reduce the false record
participation in spam detection process.
C. JACCARD SIMILARITY:
In general, first the account holder posts a message to its
followers, then it will be read by the followers and interested
will replies to it with their version. Jaccard Similarity is a
text processing model, designed to filter the commonality in
Facebook data including abusiveness, violence spreading,
Anti-Social activities etc. Jaccard similarity is used to
identify the similarity between two sets of data. So that we
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will be able to calculate the similarity percentage, it can be
in between 0% to 100%. The higher the % value the more is
the commonality between the two sets of data.
The Basic Formula to calculate the Jaccard similarity is:
J(A/B)=[AnB]/[AuB]
The above formula can be described as:
1. Identify the number of data points shared among both the
sets.
2. Find the total data points present in both the sets.
3. Then divide the number of shared points found in 1 by
Total number of data points found in 2.
4. Finally multiply the result from step 3 with 100 to get the
percentage.
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As part of the proposed model, all messages from dataset are
filtered by this Jaccard similarity. Any unsatisfied messages
with hateful content will be restricted at this stage without
posting.
D. DBSCAN and ANOMALY DETECTION:
After Jaccard similarity detection the reply messages to
main message must be scanned for specific spam before
they publish, our DBSCAN is exactly used for this. DensityBased Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise
(DBSCAN) is an efficient clustering method to deal even
when noise data presented in messages. DBSCAN mainly
depends on 2 parameters:
1. Eps (Ecludian Distance)
2. Min pts (Minimum Points)
Eps: This parameter us used to check if the particular data
point can be included in a cluster or not. Suppose if we
consider Eps value as 3, the distance between the points in a
dataset which are below and 3 can be formed as a cluster.
Min pts: It determines how many data points must be
present within a Eps distance so that a cluster can be
formed. Suppose if we consider the min pts as 4, there must
be 4 data points to form a cluster.
Variable evaluation:
Eps:
1.If we choose the Eps value too small then more number of
data points are considered as outliers.
2. If we choose the Eps value too high then most of the data
will be in same cluster so that they will merge and can
create a confusion which leads to false result.
So we must be very careful while deciding the Eps value,
one way to calculate the Eps value is using K-distance
graph.
Min Pts: It can be estimated based on the Dimensions of a
dataset(D) i.e,Minpts=(D+1).
1.If your dataset contains more noise, it’s ideal to choose
large value for better results.
2.Larger the dataset choose large minpts value to get more
clusters which will leads to more positive result with better
accuracy.
As part of this module reply messages are clustered using
DBSCAN and the left-over noise elements are detected as
anomalies.

the society at large. As because it is very easy to access and
not having enough security compliance mechanisms,
fraudsters used social media frequently to cheat the common
man.
It is becoming the favorite spot for the cyber
criminals to harass others and use it for personal gain by
creating fake Facebook profiles. Compromised accounts are
main source in social networks to spread spam or commit
different kind of frauds. Hence it’s important to identify the
compromised the accounts in social networks to minimize
the loss at a very early stage. The Proposed System able to
identify the compromised accounts very efficiently using
DBSCAN and Jaccard similarity. The system is being tested
and results are evaluated and compared. The system is very
useful in detecting compromised Facebook accounts with
better accuracy. It will be a great help for the common man
to protect their privacy by detecting properly compromised
Facebook accounts.
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